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The spatial and temporal patterns of fog and low clouds along the South-Western African coast
are characterized based on an evaluation of Meteosat SEVIRI satellite data. A technique for the
detection of fog/low clouds in the region is introduced, and validated using 1 year of CALIOP
cloud lidar products, showing reliable performance. The frequency of fog and low cloud in the
study area is analyzed by systematic application of the technique to all available Meteosat
SEVIRI scenes from 2004 to 2009, for 7:00 UTC and 14:00 UTC. The highest frequencies are
encountered in the area around Walvis Bay, with a peak in the summer months. Fog and low
clouds clear by 14:00 UTC almost everywhere over land. Supplementary data are available at
doi:10.1594/PANGAEA.755427.
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1. Introduction

In many regions of the world fog is seen primarily as a
hazard, due to its impacts on traffic safety and air quality. In
other regions, such as the coastal deserts of South America
and Southern Africa, fog is a crucial source of water. The
environmental and ecological importance of fog in the Namib
region in particular has been highlighted in the academic
literature (e.g. Seely, 1979; Shanyengana, 2002; Henschel and
Seely, 2008).

Low clouds transported onshore frequently lead to fog
conditions as their bases touch the terrain. Advection of low
clouds along the South-Western African coast mostly occurs
as a result of low pressure systems to the south of a narrow
coastal cold-water upwelling zone. Warm moist air from the
seaward side of the upwelling zone is transported across the
All rights reserved.
latter. There, low-level clouds form, which are then trans-
ported onshore (Olivier and Stockton, 1989).

A systematic study on fog and low cloud distribution along
a section of the Namibian coast was performed by Olivier
(1995). Based on a labor-intensive visual analysis of one year
of Meteosat data, she produced maps of the annual and
seasonal distributions of fog and low cloud for 1984. Since
then, the technical capabilities of geostationary satellites have
improved significantly, resulting in the development of
algorithms for the automated, unsupervised detection of fog
and low clouds in such satellite imagery (cf. the review in
Gultepe et al., 2007).

The aim of the study presented here is to provide a multi-
annual evaluation of fog and low stratus distribution along
the South-Western African coast. To this end, a technique for
automated detection of fog and low clouds in the region is
introduced. This method is largely based on the principles
discussed in Cermak and Bendix (2008). The study covers a
region extending roughly from 15∘ to 35∘ South and from 10∘

to 20∘ East.
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2. Data and algorithms

2.1. The MSG SEVIRI system

The Spinning-Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager
(SEVIRI) on Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) is a multi-
spectral instrument providing measurements in 11 channels
from 0.6 to 13.4μm and one visible broadband channel with a
higher spatial resolution. With a repeat rate of 15 min it
provides 96 hemispheric scans per day, at a nadir nominal
spatial resolution of 3 km (Schmetz et al., 2002). The spatial
and spectral resolutions present significant advances over
previous geostationary systems, enabling a much more so-
phisticated approach to cloud classification.

Currently, two SEVIRI systems are in operation: the first
one is located on Meteosat 8, which provided primary
operational services from 2004 to 2006 and is now a backup
satellite; the second one is mounted on Meteosat 9, the
primary operational satellite since 2006. Two further MSG
satellites with SEVIRI instruments will follow, before Meteo-
sat Third Generation satellites will replace them (Aminou
et al., 2007). System continuity as one requirement of climate
studies is thus provided for.

2.2. Radiative transfer computations

To obtain a first estimate of the spectral differences be-
tween low clouds and various other surfaces in the study
region, radiative transfer computations were performed for
the SEVIRI channels in the visible and infrared regions. The
STREAMER radiative transfer model (Key and Schweiger,
1998) was used, with a new implementation of the SEVIRI
response functions (Merk et al., 2011).

Computations were performed for a location at 20∘ South,
12:00 noon, with standard profiles. Open water, dry sand and
fully vegetated surfaces were considered, as they represent
the extremes of the surfaces encountered in the region.
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Fig. 1. Spectral signatures of relevant surfaces at a ground surface temperature
Connecting lines are shown for visual clarity only. Also, several channels/channel co
channels and channel differences are given in K brightness temperature; in the vis
Clouds with an optical thickness of 3, an effective droplet
radius of 10, and an average liquid water content of 0.1 gm3

were considered with three cloud top altitudes: 8000 m
(‘high cloud’), 2000 m (‘low cloud’) and 1000 m (‘very low
cloud’).

Fig. 1 shows the spectral signatures of all surfaces at a
ground surface temperature of 290 K. The delineation of open
water and high clouds appears possible via reflectance and
temperature thresholds in individual channels (top half of
figure). However, both will vary to some extent with solar
and satellite geometry (cf. Cermak and Bendix, 2008). In the
bottom half of the figure, channel combinations are shown.
Alongside simple brightness temperature differences, the
‘normalized difference vegetation index’ (NDVI) and ‘nor-
malized difference snow index’ (NDSI) are used. These are
computed as

i =
c1−c2
c1 + c2

ð1Þ

where i is the respective index and c1 and c2 are reflectance
values in two channels. c1 is the channel centered at 0.6μm in
both cases. NDVI uses 0.8 μm as c2, and NDSI 1.6 μm (cf.
Cermak and Bendix, 2008).

2.3. Algorithm design and validation approach

The fog/low cloud detection algorithm is implemented as
a sequence of threshold tests to separate various surfaces. In
essence, it is a regional adaptation of the technique presented
in Cermak and Bendix (2008). It results in a classification of
each pixel into one the following classes: open water, bare
ground, high cloud, and low cloud. Threshold values were
derived based on a) the radiative transfer computations
presented above, b) experience from Europe (Cermak and
Bendix, 2008; Bendix et al., 2006; Cermak et al., 2009), and c)
systematic (visual) analysis of the spectral properties of the
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of 290 K. Top: individual SEVIRI channels, bottom: channel combinations.
mbinations have been scaled or offset as stated under the labels. The infrared
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scenes representing different solar geometries in the region.
The threshold values determined are given in Table 1. SEVIRI
data processing was performed based on the principles
described in Cermak et al. (2008).

The algorithm itself consists of a simple sequential
application of the thresholds given in Table 1. Each individual
pixel is tested by each of the spectral tests in turn. Note that
the classification of a given pixel may be changed by a sub-
sequent test, i.e. a later test may override the result of an
earlier test.

To ensure reliable operation of the algorithm, its perfor-
mance was systematically evaluated. Ground-based observa-
tions only exist at very few sites in the region considered, so
that no reliable reference information could be obtained in
this manner. Instead, the 5 km cloud layer product derived
from the Cloud–Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization
(CALIOP) was used (cf. Winker et al., 2009). This product
contains information on cloud altitude and optical thickness,
among other parameters.

The Cloud–Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite
Observations (CALIPSO) systemwith CALIOP passes the study
region around 13:00 UTC daily. All available products for the
year 2009 were obtained, as were the corresponding SEVIRI
scenes. The SEVIRI-based classification was then evaluated
using the CALIOP cloud product as a reference.
2.4. Aggregation

All available scenes from 2004 to 2009 for the time steps
7:00 UTC and 14:00 UTC were obtained and used as the basis
of this study. 7:00 UTC was chosen as a morning situation
shortly after sunrise, close to a presumedmaximum coverage
of fog and low clouds. The 14:00 UTC time step provides a
mid-day comparison to evaluate cloud persistence. On the
basis of the products described above, an averaging of all
fog and low cloud products for 2004 to 2009 was performed.
In the averaging (‘aggregation’), all available scenes were
considered without prior selection.

The aggregation was performed for individual months as
well as the entire year. Data at two selected locations were
extracted from the aggregated satellite data.
Table 1
Threshold values used in the classification algorithm in the order of application.
The values were empirically adjusted from the theoretical values for the case
shown in Fig. 1.

Channel/combination Threshold Feature detected

12.0μm–8.7 μm N1 K Low cloud or hot sand
10.8 μm–3.9 μm b−10 K Any cloud
10.8 μm N295 K Open ground (applied over land)
12.0 μm–8.7 μm N5 K Hot sand
12.0 μm–10.8 μm b−1.9 K Not low cloud
NDVI N0.1 Open ground
10.8 μm–8.7 μm N3 K Open ground
10.8 μm–3.9 μm N−1.5 K Open ground or water
NDVI b−0.1 Open water
12.0 μm–8.7 μm b−3 K High cloud
10.8 μm b270 K High cloud
3. Validation study

The CALIOP cloud layer product was interpreted to
produce the same classes as yielded by the SEVIRI scheme
introduced above: open water, bare ground, high cloud, and
low cloud. Clear areas were grouped into the first two classes
using geographic information on land/sea mass distribution.
Clouds were only accepted in single-layer situations. A mini-
mum optical thickness of 1 was required with a maximum
reported uncertainty of 50%. Low clouds were identified with
cloud top heights smaller than or equal to 2500 m, high
clouds at or above 7000 m. For each CALIOP observation, the
nearest SEVIRI pixel was identified by matching latitude and
longitude within a maximum distance of 0.05∘. To account
for sub-pixel effects and colocation errors (see below) in
the frequent situation of small cloud patches over ocean,
CALIOP classifications of clear sea were excluded where the
corresponding MSG pixel had a 1.6μm reflectance greater
than 0.05. Overall, of 23,994 valid and colocated CALIOP
observations 12,048 (50%) were open water, 9752 (41%) bare
ground, 301 (1%) high cloud and 1893 (8%) low cloud.

The evaluation of the SEVIRI classification was performed
using a series of confusion matrix tests. This approach entails
a binary comparison of the classification with a reference
data set, where each observation is identified as either a ‘hit’,
‘miss’, ‘false alarm’ or ‘correct negative’ in a confusion matrix
as shown in Table 2. In this case, the classification is the
product derived from SEVIRI and the reference data set the
CALIOP classification, assumed to be the “truth” for the pur-
pose of the validation. The presence or absence of a feature to
be identified (e.g., low clouds) is assessed in each of the two
data sets at a given location and time and then compared as
shown in the table. Accordingly, the categories ‘hit’, ‘miss’,
‘false alarm’ or ‘correct negative’ are assigned. On this basis a
series of statistical indicators is computed.

The indicators used here are the probability of detection
(POD, sometimes called ‘hit rate’), false alarm rate (FAR),
critical success index (CSI, sometimes called ‘threat score’)
and bias score (BS) (cf. Marzban, 1998; Cermak and Bendix,
2011). POD gives the fraction of correctly detected situations
and is computed as

POD =
H

H + M
; ð2Þ

where H is the number of hits and M the number of misses.
POD scales from 0 to 1, with 1 indicating perfect feature
detection. FAR is the fraction of false alarms in all feature
classifications, computed as

FAR =
F

H + F
; ð3Þ
Table 2
Confusion matrix. ‘Yes’/‘no’ refer to presence/absence of the feature to be
identified (e.g. low clouds).

Actual situation

Yes No

Classification Yes Hit False alarm
No Miss Correct negative



Table 3
Performance indicators for each class assigned in the SEVIRI classification.

Feature POD FAR CSI BS

Low cloud 0.955 0.075 0.887 1.033
High cloud 0.806 0.066 0.763 0.863
Clear land 0.997 0.033 0.964 1.031
Open water 0.969 0.004 0.966 0.973
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where F is the number of false alarms. 0 is a perfect perfor-
mance, 1 means that all ‘yes’ classifications are false alarms.
The BS indicates whether a feature's occurrence is over-
(BSN1) or underestimated (BSb1):

BS =
H + F
H + M

: ð4Þ

While these measures give some indication on various
aspects of algorithm performance, CSI can be seen as a
summary metric considering the ratio of hits to the sum of
actual and classified ‘yes’ situations:

CSI =
H

H + M + F
: ð5Þ

Table 3 gives the values of all performance indicators
for the classes considered in the algorithm.While the focus of
this study is on low clouds, the other classes are given for
completeness. All classes are detected with good reliability.
Low clouds are slightly overestimated, as indicated by the
bias score greater than 1. While the probability of detection is
near the ideal value of 1, there are some false alarms, as
indicated by the FAR of 7.5%. This results in a CSI of 0.887.
Multiple cloud layers were excluded from this validation
study; with them, the POD would probably be lower, as low
clouds below opaque high clouds were not in the focus of
algorithm design.

The spatial distributions of POD, FAR, CSI and BS for low
cloud detection (not shown) hardly reveal any remarkable
patterns. CSI values are uniformly high, but somewhat lower
in the southern part of the study region. BS and FAR indicate
that low cloud situations are slightly overestimated in this
area. This is likely to impact on the overall FAR reported in
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Fig. 2. Ranges of the values in each confusion matrix category in various channel com
range from first to third quartile, with a line at the median; whiskers extend to the
Table 3. The algorithm was developed with a focus on the
region around 20∘ to 25∘ S, including the radiative transfer
modeling described above. Regional differences in perfor-
mance may be interpreted as an indication of differing
conditions.

When comparing the CALIOP cloud layer product and
the new SEVIRI classification in the way described here, a
number of possible error sources need to be borne in mind. A
disagreement between the CALIOP and SEVIRI classification
does not in all cases point to a mistake in the SEVIRI product.
In particular, the following potential sources of error exist:

• Differences in the spatial resolutions of both products: 5 km
averages in CALIOP along a track of about 70 m width and
3×3 km pixels (nominally) in SEVIRI. Features detected in
one product may be physically absent in the other.

• Error margins in the spatial matching of CALIOP and SEVIRI:
Up to 0.05∘ distance (roughly 5 km) are allowed in finding
the nearest SEVIRI match to a CALIOP data point (see
above). This is problematic near the margins of features.

• Errors may also exist in the CALIOP product, which
struggles with boundary detection in cases of very thin
layers or optically very thick atmospheres (Vaughan et al.,
2009).

In interpreting the validation study results, it is not always
possible to determine the precise cause of a particular dis-
agreement between both data sets. However, a perfect match
certainly is not to be expected. Also, by the explicit exclusion
of multi-layer situation or conditions with very thin clouds
(from the SEVIRI perspective, optical thickness b1) in the
CALIOP product interpretation, these difficult situations are
not considered in the validation study.

Fig. 2 shows the values of pixels in the hit, miss, false alarm
and correct negative categories for the low cloud category in
some selected channel combinations. Since the ranges of
these values overlap, no significant further improvement of
the technique can be expected on the basis of spectral tests.
The validation study presented here has however underlined
the skill of the method, so that it is assumed to be sufficiently
reliable for the purpose of this study, i.e. the characterization
of spatial and temporal patterns of fog and low clouds along
the South-Western African coast.
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Fig. 3. Relative frequency (%) of fog and low cloud occurrence at 7:00
UTC, 2004–2009. The locations of Gobabeb (‘+’, 23.5∘ S 15.0∘ E), Walvis Bay
(‘x’, 22.9∘ S 14.5∘ E) and Oranjemund (‘∘’, 16.4∘ S−28.6∘ E) are marked in the
map.
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4. Spatial and temporal patterns of fog and low clouds

Fog/low cloud detection was performed on all available
scenes from 2004 to 2009 (2127 total). On this basis, the
relative monthly frequency of fog or low cloud occurrence at
each time step (7:00 UTC and 14:00 UTC) was determined for
each pixel. This and the other data discussed in this section
Fig. 4. Relative frequency (%) of fog and low cloud occurrence at 14:00 UTC (left) a
situation persists until 14:00 UTC (right), 2004–2009.
are freely available in the PANGAEA data base (doi:10.1594/
PANGAEA.755427).

Fig. 3 shows the annual mean frequency map for 7:00 UTC
obtained as the fraction of fog/low cloud observations in
all valid observations over all months. The most prominent
feature seen in this map is the marked contrast between land
and sea areas. The distance to which fog and low clouds
extend landwards varies with latitude: In the Namib Desert
(about 17∘ S to 28∘ S) no more fog/low clouds are observed
about 100 km from the coast. To the north and south, this
distance is markedly greater. The maximum of low cloud/
fog frequency over both land and sea is encountered around
Walvis Bay, Namibia (town marked by ‘x’ in the map). A
secondary maximum is found along the coast north of
Oranjemund, Namibia (‘∘’ in the map). Between these two
locations a strip of some 50 km depth inland is marked by
decreasing fog/low cloud frequency. To the north of Walvis
Bay, several (partly intermittend) rivers flow into the
Atlantic. Landward ‘spikes’ in fog/low cloud frequency are
oriented along these river beds. To the east of this section of
the coast (at about 18.5∘ S 16∘ E) fog/low cloud frequencies
of up to about 9% are seen on a small land area. This could
either be misclassifications of the highly reflective salt-
covered ground in the Etosha pan or seasonal clouds that
form over this intermittend water body. While this map is
largely in agreement with expected patterns and observa-
tions by Olivier (1995), low clouds in multilayer situations
might have been missed by the algorithm.

Most fog and low clouds are gone by 14:00 UTC, as
shown in the left-hand panel of Fig. 4. Only a small strip
remains on the landward side of the coast. This is also
obvious in the right-hand panel of the same figure, where
persistence of fog/low cloud situations is shown. Here,
persistence is defined as the fraction of days with fog/low
nd the relative frequency (%) of 7:00 UTC fog and low cloud days where the

http://dx.doi.org/10.1594/PANGAEA.755427
http://dx.doi.org/10.1594/PANGAEA.755427
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cloud situations at 7:00 UTC that still display fog/low clouds
at 14:00 UTC. Even over the ocean few locations reach values
higher than 10–15%.

For an appraisal of seasonal patterns, the frequency of fog
and low cloud occurrence at 7:00 UTC in individual months is
shown in Fig. 5. The highest values throughout the region
occur in the summer half of the year (roughly September to
January), the minimum is in June. This seasonality can be
explained by the presence of a stronger low pressure area
west of southern Africa (see above) in summer. Almost no
landward fog/low clouds are encountered in May, June and
July. The general pattern of the spatial distribution in the
entire area remains roughly the same throughout the year;
the magnitude scales with season.

In the context of environmental studies, local conditions
often are of interest. Such data can be extracted from the
satellite classification, as shown in Fig. 6. Here, the seasonality
at Gobabeb, Namibia, the site of the Gobabeb Training and
Research Centre, and the coastal city of Walvis Bay, Namibia,
is shown. The locations of both sites are indicated in Fig. 3.
The frequency of fog and low cloud occurrence obviously
is much higher in Walvis Bay than in Gobabeb, which is
about 60 km from the coast. The seasonality at both locations
reflects the patterns described above.

5. Conclusions and outlook

An algorithm was developed for the detection of fog
and low clouds along the South-Western African coast in
geostationary satellite data. Validation with the CALIOP cloud
layer product yielded good detection accuracy, with a small
positive bias and overestimations of fog/low clouds mostly
in the southern part of the study region. Conditions can be
presumed to be slightly different there, both regarding surfaces
(outside the Namib Desert region) as well as atmosphere–
Fig. 5. Relative frequency (%) of fog and low cloud occ
ocean dynamics. It therefore appears that the algorithm has its
greatest skill in the region of cold-water upwelling near the
center of the study area.
urrence at 7:00 UTC in each month, 2004–2009.

image of Fig.�5
image of Fig.�6
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The highest frequency of fog and low cloud over both
land and ocean is encountered in the Walvis Bay region. This
area seems to be where the forces leading to fog/low cloud
formation converge ideally, which also seems to be under-
lined by the pronounced seasonality with a summer maxi-
mum: a low pressure area over southern Africa is most
pronounced then due to maximum insolation, while the
upwelling zone along the coast is only narrow.

The algorithm in the form presented here captures the
situation during daytime. The above analysis of the situation
just after sunrise is likely to approximate the maximum fog/
low cloud extent encountered in the region. However, a
night-time addition might be helpful to directly investigate
the situation before sunrise. This could be a focus of future
work, along with a full characterization of the diurnal cycle.
Given the predominant mechanism for the formation of
low clouds in the region (see above), it is assumed that low
clouds mostly occur as fog. However, to be certain, an explicit
treatment of cloud geometry (cloud altitude and thickness)
would be necessary, possibly similar to Cermak and Bendix
(2011). Finally, while the thresholds derived and used in this
study work reliably in the study area considered, they are the
result of region-specific considerations and may not be fully
transferrable to other areas.

Themaps and findings resulting from this study can be the
basis of future longer-term climatological studies of fog/low
cloud occurrence in the region and help in the detection of
changes, also with regard to environmental effects of altered
water availability.
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